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SELECTION THEOREMS FOR G5-VALUED

MULTIFUNCTIONS

BY

S. M. SRIVASTAVA

Abstract. In this paper we establish under suitable conditions the existence

of measurable selectors for Gs-valued multifunctions. In particular we prove

that a measurable partition of a Polish space into G6 sets admits a Borel

selector.

1. Introduction. In recent years a large number of articles have been

devoted to proving the existence of measurable selectors for multifunctions

taking closed values in a Polish space. An extensive bibliography of such

results is to be found in Wagner [7].

The present article initiates the study of the existence of measurable

selectors for multifunctions taking Gs values in a Polish space. Our main

result asserts the existence of measurable selectors for such multifunctions

under fairly mild restrictions. We then deduce from our main result that a

measurable partition of a Polish space into Gs sets admits a Borel selector.

This answers a question raised by Kallman and Mauldin [3].

The paper is organized as follows. §2 introduces the basic definitions and

notation. In §3 we record some preliminary results which are used in the

proofs of the selection theorems. The main result is established in §4. §5 deals

with the existence of selectors for partitions of Polish spaces.

2. Definitions and notation. The set of positive integers will be denoted by

N. We use P to denote the set of all finite sequences of positive integers,

including the empty sequence e. For each k > 0, we denote by Pk the set of

elements of P of length k. If p,q E P, pq will denote the catenation of the

two finite sequences p and q. We put 2 = NN. Endowed with the product of

discrete topologies on N, 2 becomes a homeomorph of the space of irration-

als.

Let (X, &), (Y,%) be measurable spaces. We denote by & <8> % the

product of the a-fields & and %. Let / be a function on X to Y. The class

{f~x(B): BE<$>) will be denoted by/-'($). If /_1(<S) = & and/is onto

Y, we note that f(A) E 6J for each A E &. This fact will be used without
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explicit mention in the sequel. We say that the a-field & is countably generated

if there exist subsets A„, n > I, of X such that & is generated by {An: n > 1}.

If An, n > 1, is a sequence of subsets of X, then by the characteristic function

of the sequence {An} is meant the function/: X -»[0, 1] defined by

/(*)- i 4/x.w.
n = l  J

where IA denotes the indicator of the set An. If Z is a metric space, we denote

by ®z the Borel a-field of Z. Here is an important fact about countably

generated a-fields. Let & be a a-field on X generated by the sequence [An]

and let/ be the characteristic function of the sequence {A„}. If Z = f(X),

then S = /~'(?BZ). A measurable space (X, &) is said to be standard Borel if

there is a function g on X onto a Borel subset Z of [0, 1] such that

& = g~'(®z). If E Q X X Y and x E X, the set {y E Y: (x,y) E E] is

denoted by Ex. We use irx to denote the projection of X X Y to X. A subset

G of E is said to uniformize E if irx(G) = tt^F) and Gx is at most a singleton

for every x in X. If AT, 7 are metric spaces, then a function/: X -> Y is said to

be of class 1 if /" '( V) is an Fa in X for each open set V in 7.

A multifunction F: T —» A' is a function whose domain is /" and whose

values are nonempty subsets of X. A multifunction whose values are singleton

sets can therefore be identified with an ordinary function. Let F: T —» X be a

multifunction. If E C X, we denote the set {/ E T: F(t) n E ¥= 0} by

F~X(E). If & is a a-field on T and X is a metric space, we say that F is

&-measurable if F~X(V) E & for each open set V in A. In particular, a

function/: F-» X is <H-measurable if/~'(K) E ££ for each open set V in A".

A function /: T —» A" is said to be a selector for a multifunction F: F —» A" if

/(/) E F(t) for each í E T. For a multifunction F: F-» A, we denote the set

{(/, x) E F X A: x E F(/)} by Gr(F); we call it the graph of F.

Let A be a metric space. By a partition Q of A is meant a family of

nonempty, disjoint subsets of X whose union is X. If Q is a partition of X,

R(Q) will denote the equivalence relation on A which induces Q, that is,

R(Q) = \j{E X E:E EQ).

If A C X, then the set

U{£EQ:£n^0)

is denoted by A*Q or simply by A*, if there is no ambiguity. A set A <Z X is

said to be Q-invariant if A = A*. We denote by &(Q) the a-field of Q-in-

variant Borel subsets of A. We say that (£(Q) is the a-field induced by the

partition Q. Say that the partition Q of A is measurable if V* E &(Q) for

every open set V in X. If â is an atomic a-field on X and Q is the set of

atoms of &, we say that Q is the partition of X induced by &. If Q is a
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partition of X whose elements are Borel subsets of A, then Q is just the

partition of X induced by &(Q). A subset S of A is said to be a selector for a

partition Q of X if S meets each element of Q in exactly one point.

The rest of our terminology is from [4].

3. Auxiliary results. In this section we set down some results which will be

found useful in the sequel. We begin with an observation of Kallman and

Mauldin [3] about sets which are simultaneously Fa and Gs in a Polish space.

The proof is included here for completeness.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a Polish space and let V„, n > I, be an open base for X.

If E is simultaneously an Fa and a Gs subset of X, then En Vn = E C\ Vn=£

0 for some n >  1.

Proof. Express E — (J m>\Em, where the Fm, m > 1, are closed in X.

Since F is a dense Gs in E, the Baire category theorem implies that E is

nonmeager relative to E. It follows that there is an Fm with nonempty interior

relative to E. Consequently, there is a Vn such that 0^£n V„ E Fm C E,

from which the desired conclusion follows.

Next we turn to the study of properties of a-fields induced by partitions.

Lemma 3.2. Let & be a countably generated sub-o-field of a Polish space X.

Let Q be the partition of X induced by &. Then R(Q) E & ® & and conse-

quently, R(Q) is a Borel subset of X X X.

Proof. LetAn, n > 1, generate the a-field &. Denote by/the characteristic

function of the sequence {An}. Then it is easy to see that

*(Q) = iix,y) e X X X:f(x)=f(y)},

so that R(Q) E & ® &. The second assertion is now obvious.

The next is a result of Blackwell [1, Theorem 3]. A proof is outlined for

simplicity.

Lemma 3.3. Let & be a countably generated sub-o-field of the Borel a-field of

a Polish space X. Let Q be the partition of X induced by &. Then & = &(Q).

Proof. Fix a sequence of sets in X which generates the a-field & and let/:

A'—»[0, 1] be the characteristic function of the sequence. Let A E â(Q).

Then f(A) and f(X — A) are two disjoint analytic sets in [0, 1]. Let B be a

Borel set in [0, 1] such that f(A) C B and B n f(X - A) = 0 [4, p. 485].

Then A = f~x(B) and so A E &. Thus, &(Q) C &. The inclusion & C &(Q)

is obvious.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that Q is a measurable partition of a Polish space X such

that each element of Q is a Gs in X. Then &(Q) is countably generated.
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Proof. Let Vn, n > 1, be an open base for X. We shall show that if Ex, E2

are distinct elements of Q, then there is a V¡ such that Ex E Vf E (X — E^

or F2 Ç Vf E (X — Ex). Two cases arise. First suppose that E2 — Ex ¥= 0.

So if x E F2 — Ex, we can find V¡ such that x E V¡ and V¡ C\ Ex = 0. It

follows that E2E Vf E(X - Ex). Next assume that E2E Ex. By the first

principle of separation for Gs sets [4, p. 350], there is a set B, which is

simultaneously an Fa and a Gs subset of X, such that Ex E B and E2 n B =

0. We can assume B E Ex by replacing B by B n Ex if necessary. By

Lemma 3.1, we can find V¡ such that B C\ V¡ = B n V¡ =£ 0. Since B = Ex,

it follows that F, n Fj t^ 0 and so F, n V, ¥* 0, as V¡ is open. Also

F2 Ç F, = B, so F2 n F¡■ E (B - B) n V¡ = 0. It now follows that Ex E

VfC(X- E2).
To complete the proof of the lemma, let &■ be the a-field on X generated by

the sets Vf, n > 1. Since Q is a measurable partition, it follows that & is a

countably generated sub-a-field of the Borel a-field of X. Moreover, the

assertion made at the beginning of the previous paragraph implies that Q is

just the partition of X induced by &. So by Lemma 3.3, & = &(Q) and hence

&(Q) is countably generated.

The next result is an invariant version of Novikov's first multiple separa-

tion principle for analytic sets. The invariant version of the first separation

principle for a pair of disjoint analytic sets can be found, for instance, in

Burgess and Miller [2].

Lemma 3.5. Let Q be a partition of a Polish space X such that R(Q) is an

analytic subset of X X X. If the An, n > 1, are Q-invariant analytic subsets of

X such that r)n>iAn = 0, then there exist Q-invariant Borel subsets Bn,

n > I, of X such that An E Bn for each n > 1 and dn>iBn = 0.

Proof. By Novikov's first multiple separation principle for analytic sets ([4,

p. 510], [6]), there exist Borel sets C„ in X such that A„ E Cn and D„>iC„ =

0. Since R(Q) is analytic, it follows that (X — CJ* is analytic. Now A„ and

(X — C„)* are Q-invariant analytic sets such that An n (X — C„)* = 0. So

we can now invoke the invariant version of the first separation principle for a

pair of disjoint invariant analytic sets to get a Q-invariant Borel set Bn in X

such that A„ Q Bn and (X - C„)* n Bn = 0. But then B„ E X - (X - C„)*

Q C„. Since nn>iC„ = 0, it now follows that f\n>xBn = 0.

Lemma 3.6. Let Q be a partition of a Polish space X such that R(Q) is

analytic in X X X. If the Z„, n > 1, are Q-invariant coanalytic subsets of X

such that U„>iZ„ is Borel in X, then there exist Q-invariant Borel subsets Dn,

n > I, of X such that D„ E Z„ for each n > 1, £>„ n Dm = 0 for n ^ m and

U n>lD„= U n>lZ„.
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Proof. Set E = U „>iZ„ and A„ = E — Z„, n > 1. Then the sets An are

Q-invariant analytic sets such that C\n>\An = 0. So by Lemma 3.5, there

exist Q-invariant Borel sets Bn in X such that An C B„ and r\n>iBn = 0.

Define Dx = E n (X - Bx) and

d„ = e n(x-Bn)n D Bt
i<n

for n > 2. It is easy to verify that the sets Dn have the desired properties.

Lemma 3.7. Let (T, â) and (X, ®) be measurable spaces. Let â be atomic

and G GÍ88. Then G' = G' holds for t and t' belonging to the same atom

of&.

Proof. Let / and t' belong to the same atom of & and x E X. The set

Gx = {t <E T: (t, x) <E G} E â. Therefore, t E Gx if and only if t' E Gx.

That is, x G G' if and only if x E G'. As x E A was arbitrary, it follows that

G' = G''.

The next result, which will play a key role in the proof of our main result,

seems to be of independent interest. It is closely related to and will be

deduced from the following result of Saint-Raymond [6]: Let X, Y be compact

metric spaces and let E, F be disjoint analytic subsets of X X Y such that Ex is

o-compact for each x E X. Then there exist Borel sets Bn, n > 1, in X X Y

such that B* is compact for each x E X and, for n > 1,

E G U B„    and   F n ( U B„) = 0.
n>\ \n>1        '

Lemma 3.8. Let T, X be Polish spaces and let & be a countably generated

sub-o-field of the Borel o-field of T. Suppose G6Ä® 9>x and G' is a Gs in

X for each t E T. Then there exist sets Gn E & 0 ®x such that G'n is open in

X for each t E T and n > 1 and G = D „>iG„.

Proof. Let y be a metric compactification of X. By a well-known result of

Alexandrov and Hausdorff, X is a G$ in Y. Next fix a sequence of sets in T

which generates the a-field & and denote by / the characteristic function of

the sequence. Define g: T X X-+[0, 1] X y as follows: g(t, x) = (fit), x).

Let Z = f(T), so that Z is analytic. Observe further that g~x(®>z 0 $*) = #

0 9>x.
Put H = g(G). Since G E & 0 %x, it follows that H E %z 0 <$>x. As X

is a Gs in Y, we have %z 0 9>x C %z 0 <Sy. Hence H E %z 0 ®y. Set

M = (Z X Y) - H, so M E ®z 0 %y. Since // and M are relatively Borel

subsets of the analytic set Z X Y, it follows that H and A/ are disjoint

analytic subsets of [0, 1] X Y. Again, since X is a Gs in 7, by Lemma 3.7, it

follows that Hz is a Gs in Y for each z E [0, 1]. So Mz is a-compact in Y for

each z E [0, 1]. We now invoke the result of Saint-Raymond quoted above to

get Borel subsets Bn, n > I, of [0, 1] X Y such that Bz is compact for each
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z E[0, l]andn > 1, M G (J n>xBnandH ^ (\J n>xBn) = 0.

To complete the proof, let Hn = (Z X X) - Bn, n > 1. Then each H„ E

%z0 %x and //„z is open in X for each z E Z.

Furthermore, H G ([0, 1] X Y) - \J n>xBn and since H GZ XX, we

have

H E(ZXX)-  (J Bn=  C\ H„-
n>\ n>\

To go the other way, observe that

H = (Z X Y) - M D (Z X 7) -  U*„
n> 1

D(ZXA-)-  IJ  Bn=   R #„•
n>1 n>1

Thus we have proved that H = fl „>!#„• Finally, let G„ = g~x(H„), n > 1.

It is now easy to see that the sets G„ have the desired properties.

4. Selectors for multifunctions. Our main result can now be stated as

follows.

Theorem 4.1. Let T, X be Polish spaces and let & be a countably generated

sub-o-field of the Borel a-field of T. Suppose that F: T—> X is a multifunction

such that F is &-measurable, Gr(F) E & 0 <§>x and F(t) is a Gs in X for each

t E T. Then there is a &-measurable selector f for F.

Proof. The idea of the proof is very simple. Given a nonempty Gs, there is

an effective procedure for selecting a point from it (see, for example [4, p.

418]). What we have to do is to apply this procedure to each F(t) uniformly.

Let, then, d he a metric on X such that ¿/-diameter (A") < 1. Fix a system

{ V(p), p E P } of nonempty open subsets of A such that

(a) V(e) = X,

(b) d-diametex (V(p)) < 1/2*,p E Pk,k> 0,

(c) { V(pm): m > 1} is an open base for V(p),p E P, and

(d) V(pm) G V(p),p E P, m > 1.

Let G = Gr(F). By Lemma 3.8, there exist sets G„ E & 0 %x, n > 1, such

that G'n is open in X for each t E T and n > 1 and G = C\ „>iGn- Put

G0= T X X. Let Q be the partition of T induced by &. We shall now prove

that there is a system {B(p), p E B } of subsets of T satisfying the following

conditions:

(i) B(p) = U m>xB(pm),p E P, and B(e) = T,

(ii)p, qEPkandp^q^B(p)n B(q) = 0,        _

(iii)p E Pk and t E B(p) -h> G' n V(p) ^ 0 and V(p) E G'k, and

(iv)/?(p)E6E(Q),pEF.

To see that such a system can be defined, we proceed inductively. First
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define B(e) = T. Next suppose that the B(p), p E P¡, i < k, have been

defined in such a way that the above conditions are satisfied. We shall now

define the sets B(q), q E Pk+X. Fixp E Pk and set

Zm = {tE B(p): G' n V(pm) ¥■ 0and V(pm) G G¿+x],

m > 1. It is easy to see that

Zm = B(p) n F~x(V(pm)) n (T- irT((T X V(p~m)) - Gk + X)).

It follows that the sets Zm are coanalytic subsets of T. Moreover, since

B(p) E &(Q), F~x(V(pm)) E & and Gk+X E & 0 <3>x, by Lemma 3.7, the

sets Zm are Q-invariant. Next we check that U m>,Zm = B(p). To see this, let

t E B(p), so that G' n V(p) ¥= 0. Choose x E G' n V(p) G G¿+1 D V(p).

Since G'k+X is open in X, we can find m such that x E V(pm) G V(pm)G

Gk+X n V(p). It now follows that t E Zm, which proves the inclusion

B(p) G U m>\Zm. The reverse inclusion is obvious. By Lemma 3.2, R(Q) is a

Borel, and therefore analytic, subset of T X T. So Lemma 3.6 can be applied

to the sets Zm. We will then get sets Dm E &(Q), m > 1, such that Dm G Zm,

Dn n Dm = 0 for n # m and Um >,/>„, = Ä(p). Define 5(pm) = Dm, m >

1. Since p E Pk was fixed but arbitrary, this completes the definition of the

sets B(q), q E Pk+X. It is now an easy matter to verify that these sets satisfy

the required conditions.

For the final step in the proof, define

Q=  U {B(p) xY(p) : P E Pk),       k>0,

and

c = n q.
k>0

Using conditions (a)-(d) and (i)-(iv), one checks that each Ck E &(Q) 0 %x

and so C E &(Q) 0 9>x, that C contains exactly one point for each t E T,

and that C G G. The set C defines uniquely a function /on F to A" whose

graph is C. Since C is a Borel subset of T X X, f is Borel measurable [4, p.

489]. It follows from this, the fact that C E &(Q) 0 <$>x and from Lemmas

3.3 and 3.7 that/is 6E(Q)-measurable. So, by Lemma 3.3,/is & -measurable.

As C G G, fis a selector for F. This completes the proof.

Next we relax somewhat the requirement in Theorem 4.1 that F be a Polish

space.

Theorem 4.2. Let T be an analytic set and let & be a countably generated

sub-o-field of the Borel a-field of T. Let X be a Polish space. Suppose F:

T^ X is a multifunction such that F is ^-measurable, Gr(F) E & 0 %x and

F(t) is a Gs in X for each t E T. Then there is an (^-measurable selector f for

F.
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Proof. Let n be a continuous function on 2 onto T. Set â' = h~x(&), so

&' is a countably generated sub-a-field of the Borel a-field of 2. Define a

multifunction F': 2 ^ X by F'(a) = F(n(aï). It is easy to check that F' is

ffi'-measurable, Gr(F') E &' 0 %x and F'(a) is a Gs in A for each a E 2. So

by Theorem 4.1, there exists an 6B '-measurable selector g for F'. Finally,

define a function / on T to A" by the formula f(h(o)) = g(o), o E 2. As g is

(Î '-measurable, g is constant on atoms of &'. Further, for each t ET, n ""'(/)

is a subset of an atom of &'. For if A is the atom of & containing /, then

h~x(A) must be an atom of &'. Therefore, / is well defined. Plainly / is a

selector for F. That / is & -measurable follows now from the fact that g is

& '-measurable and &' = n "'((£).

Remark. In Theorem 4.2 the condition that & be countably generated can

be dropped. Indeed, let 6E be any sub-a-field of the Borel a-field of T and let

F be as in the statement of Theorem 4.2. Since Gr(F) E & 0 %x, there exist

rectangles A¡ X B¡ E & 0 9>x, i > 1, such that Gr(F) is already in the

a-field generated by A¡ X B¡, i > 1. Next, if Vn, n > 1, is an open base for X,

set C, = F~X(V¡), i > 1. Now let <£' he the a-field on Tgenerated by the sets

A¡, C¡, i > 1. Then, as is easy to verify, &' is a countably generated

sub-a-field of â, F is (Î'-measurable and Gr(F) E &' 0 <&x. By Theorem

4.2, there is a & '-measurable selector/for F. Clearly/is & -measurable.

An important consequence of Theorem 4.2 is the following result on the

uniformization of Borel sets.

Corollary 4.3. Let T, X be Polish spaces. Suppose B is a Borel subset of

T X X such that B' is a Gs in X for each t E T and ir^B n (T X V)) is

relatively Borel in irT(B) for each open set V in X. Then B can be uniformized

by a Borel subset of T X X.

Proof. An application of Theorem 4.2 yields a Borel measurable function/

on irT(B) to X such that C is a uniformization of B, where C is the graph off.

By a result of Kuratowski [4, p. 434], there is a Borel measurable function g

on F to A" which extends/. Let D he the graph of g. Then D is a Borel subset

of F X X and C = D n B, which proves that C is a Borel subset of F X A".

This completes the proof.

It should be noted that the above result on the uniformization of Borel sets

cannot be improved upon. Indeed, if B is a Gs in the plane whose projection

to the first coordinate is not Borel, then B cannot be uniformized by a Borel

subset of the plane. This shows that the condition requiring irT(B n (T X

V)) to be relatively Borel in irT(B) cannot be dropped from Corollary 4.3. On

the other hand, Kallman and Mauldin [3] have shown that there is an Fa

subset B of 2 X 2 such that the projection to the first coordinate of

B n (2 X V) is Borel in 2 for each open set V in 2, but which does not
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admit a Borel uniformization. This shows that the condition requiring B' to

be a Gs for each t E T (actually, for a cocountable set of t's) cannot be

dropped from Corollary 4.3.

We conclude this section by showing that the condition in Theorem 4.1

that Gr(F) belong to & 0 %x cannot be dropped. Indeed, let F = X = [0, 1]

and â = %T. Let $ be the set of Borel measurable functions of F to A" and

let <p map F onto $. Define a multifunction F: F^> X by : F(t) = [0, 1] -

{<p(t)(t)}. Then F(t) is open in X for each t E T. Clearly F is S-measurable

as F(t) is dense in A for each t E T. Now suppose / is a & -measurable

selector for F. Then/ E 5>, so/ = <p(i0) for some t0 E T. It now follows that

<p(t0)(t0) 7^ <p(to)i{o)' which is a contradiction. So F does not admit a im-

measurable selector.

5. Selectors for partitions. We now turn our attention to the existence of

measurable selectors for measurable partitions of a Polish space.

Theorem 5.1. Let Q be a measurable partition of a Polish space X such that

each element of Q is a Gs in X. Then there is a Borel selector for Q.

Proof. Define a multifunction F: X —> X as follows: F(x) = the element of

Q containing x. Then F(x) is a Gs in X for each x E X. Since Q is a

measurable partition, it follows that Fis 6E(Q)-measurable.

By Lemma 3.4, S.(Q) is countably generated. Also the partition of X

induced by &(Q) is just Q. So by Lemma 3.2, R(Q) E 6?(Q) 0 &(Q). But

R(Q) = Gr(F), so Gr(F) E &(Q) 0 %x. It is therefore seen that Theorem

4.1 can be applied to the multifunction F. This will yield an (£(Q)-measurable

selector/ for F. Now let S = {x E X: fix) = x). Then 5 is a Borel selector

forQ.

Corollary 5.2. Let T be a Borel subset of a Polish space X. Suppose Q is a

measurable partition of T such that each element of Q is a Gs in X. Then there

is a Borel selector for Q.

Proof. Define a partition Q' of X as follows: Q' = Qu{{x}:x£A"-

T). Then, as is easy to check, Q' is a measurable partition of A. Also each

element of Q' is a Gs in X. So by Theorem 5.1, there is a Borel selector 5 for

Q'. Plainly S n F is a Borel selector for Q.

Kallman and Mauldin [3] have proved the special case of Corollary 5.2

where each element of the partition Q is simultaneously a F„ and Gs subset of

X.
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Corollary 5.3. Let T be a Borel subset of a Polish space X. Suppose Q is a

measurable partition of T such that each element of Q is a Gs in X. Then

(T, &(Q)) is a standard Borel space.

Proof. If Q' is as in the proof of Corollary 5.2, then éE(Q) = {E n T:

E E &(Q')}. By Lemma 3.4, ÉB(Q') is countably generated and hence so is

£E(Q). Now let /be the characteristic function (on F) of a sequence of subsets

of T which generates 6E(Q). By Corollary 5.2, there is a Borel selector 5 for

Q. So / restricted to S is one-to-one and f(S) = f(T). Hence, by a known

result [4, p. 489], f(S) is a Borel subset of [0, 1]. So/(F) is Borel in [0, 1],

which completes the proof.

Corollary 5.4. Let X, Y be Polish spaces and let f be a function of class 1

on X into Y. IffiV) is relatively Borel in f(X) for each open set V in X, then

f(X) is a Borel subset of Y. Moreover, there is a Borel measurable function g on

f(X) into X such that f(g(y)) = y for every y in f(X).

Proof. Let Q = {/"'(v): y EfiX)}. Then Q is a measurable partition of

X and each element of Q is a Gs in X. So by Theorem 5.1, there is a Borel

selector 5 for Q. Now / restricted to S is one-to-one and f(S) = /(A). It

therefore follows from [4, p. 489] that/(A) is a Borel subset of Y. Now define

g on f(X) into X by g(v) = the unique element of S n /"'( v). To see that g

is Borel measurable, we observe that for a Borel set E in A, g~'(F) = f(E n

S), which by [4, p. 489] is a Borel set in Y. This completes the proof.

It has been observed by Kallman and Mauldin [3] that if Q is a measurable

partition of a Polish space X into Fa sets, then Q need not admit a Borel

selector. Indeed, they have examples to show that any of the following may

then occur:

(i) &(Q) need not be countably generated; (ii) even if &(Q) is countably

generated, (X, &(Q)) need not be standard Borel; and (iii) even if (A", &(Q))

is standard Borel, Q need not admit a Borel selector. Our Theorem 5.1 is

therefore seen to be the best possible result for measurable partitions of a

Polish space into Borel sets.
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